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1. 12.2.6. SCALE OF CONTRIBUTIONS (CONTINUED) (Off.Rec.vVHO, 10, page 39,

and Documents A /AF /4, Rev.l; A/AF /21 and Â/ P/22).

The CHAIRMAN called on the delegate of the Union of South

Africa.

Mr. P.ENBERTHY (Union of South Africa) seconded the United Kingdom

proposal that the present United Nations scale of contributions be

adopted for the lurposes of the 1948 and 1943 budget. The South

African delegation desired that the position be reviewed within the

next two years; preferably at the' next Health Assembly, and that the

Executive Board be instructed to prepare a special report to this end.

Dr. MINI (India) supported the United Kingdom proposal. He thought

some adaptation might be found necessary; as the United Nations scale

was based on necessarily imperfect statistical data. Be also supported

the proposal that theposition be reviewed next year; the Executive

Board to retort on the subject. He asked that the contribution of

India should be fixed separately from that of Pakistan.

Dr. BJORNSSON (Norway) also supported the United Kingdom proposal,

with the addition of a phrase indicating that the present United

Nations scale would be used for the next two years, notwithstanding the

provision of Rule 75(e) of the Rules of Procedure, which stipulated

that the scale of assessments; when once fix d by the Health Assembly;

should "not be subject ,to a general revision for at least three years... ".

The committee might wish to consider recommending to the Legal Committee

that that part of the rule be deleted. He did not recommend the appoint-

ment of a working party. Any attempt to establish a new scale now was

out of the question; as it would take a couple of months to work out

Dr. van den BERG (Netherlands) said that in proposing a working

party his purpose was not to establish a new scale; but simply to permit

of technical discussion by a small group. He agreed in principle with

the Unted Kingdom proposal.
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Professor SIGURJONSSON (Iceland) said that, according to the 

United Nations scale shown in document 
. 

AF/41 the minimum level 

of units was five, If Iceland's contribution was calculated per 

capita it would be found to be higher than any other in the same 

category. Be had not been instructed by his government to object 

to the adoption of the some scale as for the United Nations, He 

was prepared to accept the United Kingdom proposal that that scale 

be adopted provisionally for 1948 and 19)+9# But he proposed that** 

minimum level be not fixed nowt and reserved his country's right 

to ask for a revision as regards its contribution. 

- M. RAFFARD (Frae) a sociated himself with the criticisms 

expressed in regard to the United Nations scale. There was no. 

time to debate the matter fully in the committee, and he agreed it 

the United Kingdom proposal that the United Nations scale be 

taken provisionally f or 1948 and 194.9 (and perhaps for 1950). It 

would be for the Executive Board to study the question of the 

definitive scalp, when the United Nations experts had completed the 

work on which they were engaged. He approved the method 

recommended by the Secretariat in document A /AF /4.. 

Dr. EVSTAVIE'r1 (Byelorussian SSR) said it was indispensable to 

follow the United Nations scale, established with the help of 

expert advice and by reference to the devastation caused by the war. 

Some countries still needed all their resources for purposes of 

reconstructions whereas others which had not suffered had made 

immense progress in thé past two years, Be was in favour of 

keeping to the United :lotions scale at all events for the next 

three years, 

N'x. LGNDAIE (Australia' supported the United Kingdom proposal 
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that the scale for 1948 and 1949 be based on the United Nations

criterion.

The CHAIRMAN, summing up the position, said the United States

proposal that the United States contribution be reduced to 25

per cent had not been seconded. The United Kingdom proposal .

that 'the United Nations scale be adopted for 1948 and 19491

with the proviso that the Executive Board study the question and

report to the second Health Assembly, had been supported by the

delegations of the Union of South Africa, India, Norway, The

Netherlands, Iceland, France, Byelorussian SSR, Australia,

Turkey (so he understood) and the USSR.

Dr. van Zile HYDE (United States of America) said he was

struck by the lack of enthusiasm for the United States proposal.

He wished to discuss a number of related points. There appeared

to be general support for the proposal to follow the United Nations

scale. Be understood that the United Nations scale.was under

discussion elsewhere, and there was a distinct possibility that at

'the next General Assembly there might be a change. If a new-scale

was arrived at that, presumably, would be the best scale for

the United Nations at that time. He assumed that the new modern

scale would then apply .to WHO.. He would be glad to have that point

elucidated. Further, in the documents before the committee,

the total of percentages added up to 105 per cent, owing to the

addition of nations which were not members of the United Nations

He., suggested that that five per cent be used to bring the United

States contribution closer to parity with the other States.

Dr. CALDZONE (Secretariat) said that of all the nations
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that could possibly become Members of ,JIïO, only five per cent

were not Members.

Dr, MANI (India) asked whether the entire burden of the

expenditure for the Interim Commission and for the years 194.8

and 194.9 was to be borne by the Status which had hastened to

ratify. Was there to be no provision for sharing the burden,

as new States joir.&d the Organization and ratified?

Dr. CAL,DERONE quoted the statement on the policy for new

Members of the United Nations to be found in the Official

Records. (Off.Rec.WHO) No.61 Annex 8; Section 12). There was

nothing to indicate that new Members would pay anything towards -

past expenditure on becoming Members of the United Nations.

Dr. van Zile HYDE (United States of America) thought

all signatories must be regarded as debtors in respect of the

expenses of the Interim Commission. It should be easy to set

aside a percentage as collectable when new Members joined the

Organization. The poin ;s raised suggested that a working

party might be useful, following on the discussion in the

committee.

Dr. YUNG (China) supported the Netherlands proposal for

a working party.

Dr. ROUTLEY (Canada) also supported the proposal for a

working party. The life blood of the Organization now and in

the future depended on unanimous co- operation. He hoped

that a working party would be able to arrive at a decision on

f ., .., .. .' -?.s:sessment that wool,' areeptable.
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Dr. RASMtJSSEN (Denmark) agreed with the delegate of Canada and

supported the proposal for a working party.

Dr. VINOGRADOV (USSR) urged that a decision be taken at once as

to acceptance of the United Nations scale, If this was accepted>

the working party could then consider any requests that had been

submitted; including the United States request..

Mr, LANDALE (Australia) supported the T)noposal for a work ná party,

which he thought should be given definite terms of reference.

M, BAGHDAD' (Egypt) said all te delegates realized the difficulties

facing the committee. A working party would be one solution to the

problem, but unless the main lines of its discussion were laid down in

advance the results were unlikely- tc be f_ Latful,

M. RAFFARD (France) said the United -.tates delegate had asked whether

the new United Nations scale would apply to VIHO, The French delegation

was prepared to agree to its application and thought that this point might

be discussed now,

IC R BUDA (Turkey) supported the proposal to set up a working party,

The CHAIRMAN ; again summing up the position, said the committee had

before it a United Kingdom proposal that the United Nations scale be

adopted. There was a further proposal that a working party be constituted

immediately, in amendment ,-, to this latter proposal .. submitted by the

delegation of the USSR was supported by the Egyptian delegation, It

would be useful to have a working party, but the committee must first

decide on the genec-al lines for : +n 44 rte,eG{r.o,

Dr, VINOGRADOV (USSR) said there were two proposals: the proposal

of the uSSR was in the same dirsction as the United Kingdom proposal,
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namely, to adopt the United Nations scale at once and then to constitute

a working party.

The CHAIRMAN referred the committee to Off.Rec.WHO, 22, page 39,

Schla of Contributions. He suggested taking paragraph (b) as a basis

for immediate discussion: "Can tie United Nations scale be used as a basis

for' assessing contributions of Members of WHO who are Members of the

United Nations ?" Paragraphs (a), (c), (d), and (e) could then be referred

to a working group.

Dr. ROUTLEY (Canada) suggested that a wo .ng party should discuss

all those various points arri report to the committee, which could decide

the question in the light of their recommendations.

Dr.BJORNSSON (Norway) said that the United Kingdom proposal had been

seconded and supported by a number of delegations. He thought the committee

should be asked to vote on it.

Dr. VINOGRADOV (USSR) said that a fair degree of unanimity appeared

to have been reached concerning the adoption of the United Nations scale.

If paragraph (b) could be formally adopted now this would facilitate the

task of the working party.

M. RAFFARD (France) said the Chairman's proposal was a wise one and the

French delegation was prepared to support it.

Dr. van ZILE HYDE (United States of America) said that if the committee

voted, it must know what it was voting on. Paragraph (b) spoke of using

the United Nations scale as a basis for assessing contributions, but the

United States delegation had already pointed out that there might be a new

United Nations scale, arxi a further point to be considered was that some

modification would be necessary if new Members were to contribute.
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Dr. CALDERONE explained that one of the most important

principles involved in adopting the United Nations Scale was

the possibility of converting that scale into units so that

the exact assessment of non -members of the United Nations could

be calculated.

Dr. van Zile HYDE (United States of America) objected, that,

in converting the scale inLo units, the Organization would not

be following the United Nations scale because the percentages would

have to be recalculated, and would be different.

Dr. CALDERONE explained further that what was involved was

whether the United Nations scale could be used as a basis: it was

not a question of percentages but of how to convert the'scale into

units so that those units could be applied to non -members of the

United Nations. In practice, as those Members joined the

United Nations., the United Nations scale would begin to correct

the WHO unit system of contribution.

Dr. BARAN (Ukrainian SSR) raised a point of order. He said

that the Rules of Procedure had not been observed. First, a

vote should have been taken upon the various resolutions in

succession'; secondly, suggestions regarding the scale of

contributions should be discussed by a working party: thirdly, in

regard to the future, whatever percentages were to be adopted could

not be decided at present and no advantage was to be gained from

pre -judging future discussion. Any decision taken now should

be limited to the adoption of the United Nations scale of con-

tributions for a period of two years in order to give time to

the World Health Organization to establish itself and to embark

upon its activities.
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The CHAIRMAN replied that the Rules of. Procedure were not

always strictly followed because two considerations had to be

kept in mind: one, that u- ani:lity should be achiev d if posiible;

tNe, ti.at no delegation should feel its views had not been given

full opportunity of expression. He would call .on the Netherlands

delegets, WI last speaker on the list, before taking a vote.

Dr. van den BERG (Netherlands) said that he had seconded the

United Kingdom proposal and was still prepared to defend it in

principle, but he was not prepared to vote on it for it did not

seem clear exactly on what the committee was to vote. It would

be wiser to refer the matter to a working party. A proposal

had been made to that effect and that proposal should be voted

on first.

M. BOISSIER (Switzerland) said that if the matter were

referred to a working party without any directive, nothing would

be gained. If the directive were given that the committee agreed

in principle that the United Nations scale should.be adopted, as

suggested by Dr. van den BERG, he would be in favour. of reference

to a w orking party.

The CHAIRMAN said there were five points put forward by the

Interim Commission in Off.Rec WHO No, 10, page 39, and there

were two proposals before the committee under point (b)t that of

the United Kingdom delegation, to adopt the United Nations scale

for 1948 and 1949 with the provision that the Executive Board study

the problem further and report thereon to the second World Health

Assembly, and an am,2nd-ient that the United Nations scale should

be accepted only in principle and that the matter should be

referred to a working party.
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Dr. van Zile HYDE (United States of America) said he wished

to make it clear that, even if the proposal were only to adopt

the United Nations scale as a basis in principle, his delegation

would still be opposed to it.

Dr. van den BERG (Netherlands) on a point of,order, said

that the amendment should be first put to the vote, and t hen

the proposal of the United Kingdom, with or without amendment,

should be taken.

Dr. ROUTLEY (Canada) asked what was meant by accepting in

principle.

M. BOISSIER (Switzerland) said that acceptance in principle

of the United Nations scale v+ould mean that Members were in

favour of units and not percentages, which would leave some

margin for further suggestions by the working party. If point

(b) were accepted outright there would be no object in forming

a working party.

M. BAGHDADI (Egypt) said that there were a number of

proposals, some formal, some substantive. There was the resolution

of the United Kingdom, and an opposition resolution of the United

States of America. There were other. questions raised in connexion

with the resolution of the United Kingdom; whether the United

Nations scale should be adopted as it stood, or whether it should

simply be taken as a basis for calculation. Then there were

two proposals of a formal nature: one to refer tho'Liatter to a

working party without any directive, and another to refer tt to

& working party with the directive that the. UN scale be accepted

in principle. The latter proposals should be discussed first.
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M. BOISSIER (Switzerland) at the request of the Chainian presented

his delegation's amendment as follows:

The committee adopts in principle the scale of contributions of
the United Nations to be used as á basis for assessing the contri-
butions of Members of WHO which are Members of the United Nations
and it agrees that the question be referred to a working party for
examination.

Dr. B.ARAN (Ukrainian saa) objected that the amendmenv'of the dele-

gation of Switzerland now appeared to be an independent proposal; it

would not be possible to vote on such á proposal 'before a vote had been

taken on the original resolution which it modified.

The resolution of the delegation of the United á to ;.;lcn should first

be taken, and then a vote should be taken on each of the other proposals

in order of presentation.

The committee agreed that the proposal of the delegation of Switzer -

land should be considered to be a now resolution.and net a vote should

be taken on the proposal of the delegation of, the, United Kingdom.

Tho United Kingdom proposal was then put to the voto.,

,. In accordance with the resolution immediately following, a porting
of the proceedings has been omitted from the minutes at this point./

r

The following :resolution was .proposed by Mr. NAD NI (Pakistan) :

In view of the fact that the resolution regarding adoption of the
UN scale was not clearly understood -.y the Chairman nor the committee,
and was different from that which the United Kingdom delegation had
moved, the committee resolves that the vote taken be treated as
void, the decision set aside, and the proceedings from the stage
when the resolution was put to vote be .not recorded in the minutes.
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A vote taken by show of hands on the resolution of the

delegation of Pakistan resulted in 22 votes in favour and 11 against.

The resolution was adopted.

Mr. EDMONDS (United Kingdom) then presented the revised

resolution of the delegation of the United Kingdom as follows:

That contributions to WHO from all its Members, in
respect of 1948 -49 should be assessed according
to the criteria used by the United Nations in

assessing its Members; and that the Executive Board should
re- examine the question when the result of the review

which is'being made by United Nations of the criteria
is known.

Dr. van Zile HYDE (United States of America) moved that

the meeting be adjourned to permit delegates to examine the

new proposal. This proposal was seconded by M. BAGHDADI

(Egypt) and Mr. RENBERTHY (Union of South Africa).

Dr. BARAN (Ukrainian SSR) moved that a vote be taken on

the proposal of the delegation of the United Kingdom, but

the CHAIRMAN ruled that under Rule 45 of the Rules of Procedure

no further proposals could be made unless the motion for

adjournment was rejected.

A vote taken by show of hands on'the motion for
adjournment resulted in 21 votes in favour and
10 against.

The motion was adopted.

The meeting 'rose at 5.20 p.m.


